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Lowercase Letters
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Introduction

About this book:
This book contains basic handwriting sheets for children who need extra practice to perfect their letters. Each handwriting sheet displays a letter with correct letter formation, then 5 writing lines for them to trace the letter.

Directions for use:
Children begin by finger tracing the large letter in the top left corner of the page. They then trace the smaller letters. Once finished, older children may write the letter in the blank spaces provided after every traced letter.

The handwriting sheets in this book can be used while working with the entire class or in small groups. They would make a great homework sheet, and would also be ideal for morning work or early finisher work or however you see fit!

I have included 2 versions of each handwriting sheet for your convenience: one with dotted lines and one with a continued tracing line.

* Please note: I have included some extra pages for some letters to accommodate for different formations.

Happy Teaching :)
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Name: __________________  

zebra
Name: __________________

bear

---
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Name: ____________________

cat
Name: __________________
dog
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